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Overview

First... Thanks for voting for my poster!

  

Does the addition of RPA and 2p2h affect nucleon multiplicities
and cause agreement between MINERvA simulation and data?

Neutron Counting Algorithm – how does it work?

Neutron Visibility – can we see neutrons and how much of their
energy is deposited?

Neutron Multiplicities  
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Reconstructed Available Energy Plots
Agree with Data

qe-rich dip delta-rich qe-rich dip delta-rich

Turning on RPA and then the tuned 2p2h causes good agreement between simulation and data
- see R. Gran's talk 

Are there other distributions that can be used to check agreement and MINERvA's sensitivity to
the addition of these nuclear effects?
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Reconstructed Available Energy Plots
Agree with Data

qe-rich dip delta-rich qe-rich dip delta-rich

The number of final state nucleons for the events in the three defined hadronic energy regions
should be different  
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Reconstructed Available Energy Plots
Agree with Data

qe-rich dip delta-rich qe-rich dip delta-rich

The number of final state nucleons for the events in the three defined hadronic energy regions
should be different

So we can count the number of neutrons and protons per event in each of these regions and
compare for simulation and data  
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A Quick Overview of the Neutron
Counting Algorithm

Uses spatial information to isolate energy deposits
likely from a GENIE neutron:

Ignores deposits near the anti-neutrino's interaction vertex 

– Lots of protons and charged pions are here!

Ignores areas near the muon track as well

Combines deposits near one another into a single
candidate  
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The Algorithm Counts Neutrons

The algorithm places 83% of the energy Geant4 puts in the detector
associated with GENIE neutrons into candidates

– Lost energy is near the interaction vertex or too low to meet candidate
energy threshold (1.5 MeV)

The largest background caused candidates come from GENIE pions!
Background studies show these are irreducible
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Neutrons Are Visible but Don't
Leave Much Energy

Visibility of neutrons asymptotically
approaches 45% as energy increases

But no matter the truth
energy the neutron
typically left 10 MeV or
less in the detector!
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Event Generators Do Not Agree on
Neutrons

GENIE has the most neutrons per event and the most low energy neutrons
 
The large neutron excess in the first bin in the plot on the right is between 5% and 30%
visible. This potential excess is present in GENIE even before 2p2h modifications
enhance it further.
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There is an Over Simulation of Neutron
Candidates

There is an over simulation of candidates in the default simulation - masks RPA and
2p2h sensitivity. Due to GENIE and/or Geant4 making neutrons too visible
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There is an Over Simulation of Neutron
Candidates

There is an over simulation of candidates in the default simulation  - masks RPA and
2p2h sensitivity. Due to GENIE and/or Geant4

Turning on RPA effectively increases events with candidates – decreases QE 
events with less energetic and visible neutrons
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There is an Over Simulation of Neutron
Candidates

Turning on RPA effectively increases events with candidates – decreases QE events
with less energetic and visible neutrons

Turning on 2p2h increases events with candidates – adds in events with more 
visible neutrons
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Review

The first neutron counting algorithm was made and used to study
MINERvA anti-neutrino data reactions with nuclei

The algorithm has shown the visibility of neutrons increases with their
kinetic energy and peaks around 45%

The event generators do not agree on neutrons and GENIE has the
most overall and the most low energy neutrons which are visible to

MINERvA between 5-30% 
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Review

The algorithm has shown there is an over simulation of events with
candidates and candidates overall

The over simulation masks the sensitivity to the RPA and tuned 2p2h
nuclear effects
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Thanks!
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Backup
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Agreement is Better for Proton Counting

Proton counting algorithm comes from neutrino case of this analysis 
(Rodrigues et al., 2016)

Searches for energy deposits near the interaction vertex of at least 20 MeV. 
Based on proton's Bragg peak being at its stopping point
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Neutron Counting Algorithm Rules
Added a list of clusters that are in the inner detector but outside
of vertex region to the AnaTuple

Choose clusters that are isolated but not noise

The distance of the cluster from the vertex/muon track

1.5 MeV <= Cluster Energy

Not on a track coming from the vertex

Not part of a filament vertex blob 

Created a neutron finder (this is default)

If a cluster is within a set distance in a view from a
previously counted cluster this one is not counted 

If it is in a separate view from a previous cluster but
within 3 modules it is considered the same candidate and
the energies are summed as a single candidate
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Filament Vertex Blobber

Runs in filament mode 

Creates a blob with the closest unused cluster then
continues to add clusters within range and marks them as
used – and then stops!

Made it do 5 iterations to create up to 5 filament blobs near
the vertex 

● Always saw 3 or less filament blobs 

Searches for clusters within a 2-D distance of 2000mm from the
vertex

First cluster must be within 250mm (~5 modules in a single
plane) of the vertex

Additional clusters must be within 100mm (~2 modules in a
single plane) of closest cluster already added to the blob
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Examples of the Filament Vertex
Blobber Working

Run-50201 Subrun-152 Gate-1063

An example of  the vertex blobber creating two blobs correctly to
help eliminate background

Cluster  tagged as
a neutron
candidate!
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The Algorithm Counts Neutrons

The lost 16-18% is due to low energy neutron clusters and neutron clusters too close to the
muon track being ignored, or clusters from a neutron and another cluster from a different
particle combined into one candidate 

Candidate gets pdg code from largest contributor to the energy

Neutron Energy Low q3 Mid q3

Total (MeV) 236146 1629000

Algorithm Counted (MeV) 194422 1365630

Efficiency 82.33% 83.83%

● summed the energy of all of the clusters tagged to be from a GENIE neutron for
every event

● summed the energy of all the candidates counted by my algorithm tagged to be from
a GENIE neutron for every event

Neutron energy
counted by algorithm

Neutron energy left
in the detector

Neutron energy
counted by algorithm

Neutron energy from
interaction
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Nucleon Multiplicities

Systematic error bars do not include an uncertainty in Geant4

Still in progress - we are re-evaluating an uncertainty in
Geant4 to be more specific to this observable.

The largest systematic uncertainties are

– Neutron counting – Hadronic energy reconstruction, 2p2h,
pion absorption

– Proton counting – Birks' suppression, 2p2h, and pion
absorption

– Geant4 uncertainty will probably be large 



  

Example of Table with X2 
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Neutrons Are Visible but Don't
Leave Much Energy

Visibility of neutrons asymptotically
approaches 45% as energy increases

But no matter the truth energy the
neutron typically left 10 MeV or less in
the detector!
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2p2h Model Sensitivity
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